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INTEGRATING HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS IN AN FTI 

ENVIRONMENT  
 

Alan Cooke.  
ACRA CONTROL 

 

Abstract: Typically, FTI projects utilise acquisition hardware from multiple vendors. There are at least 

three ways of facilitating their integration.  The first option is to implement a series of ad hoc 

mechanisms customised to the software interfaces provided by each specific FTI vendor.  The second 

option is to define a meta-data format that can be used to define hardware setup and configuration in a 

common way.  The final option is to define a common software architecture that prescribes a set of 

interfaces and services through which vendor hardware can be configured, and measurement data 

retrieved.  This paper discusses the pros and cons of each approach and outlines the level of difficulty 

associated with each. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Most FTI projects use acquisition systems from multiple vendors.   This usually necessitates the integration 

of hardware based on different technologies and system architectures.  Things are further complicated by 

the fact that usually each vendor provides unique software interfaces specifically tailored to their own 

equipment.   

 

Furthermore, on most FTI projects, the information used to setup and configure these systems is typically 

stored in one or more databases.  However, the heterogeneous nature of the data used to configure these 

disparate systems usually requires specifically designed tables tailored to vendor specific equipment which 

complicates the integration problem even more.   

 

There are, broadly, three different solutions to this problem.  The first is to write custom software to 

interface with each of the vendor systems.  The second is the adoption of one or more common FTI meta-

data standards [6][7] through which all vendors describe their systems.  The final option is to define an 

architecture that specifies a common set of interfaces, services, discovery mechanisms and so on that 

prescribe how vendor hardware can be setup and configured. 

  

This paper will describe each of these solutions in more detail in addition to describing some of the 

advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 

 



2 INTEGRATION OPTIONS 
 

2.1 AD HOC INTEGRATION 
 

This solution requires the most effort on the part of the user.  It involves interaction with many custom 

software interfaces, each unique to a vendor.   

 

 

 

2.1.1 THE PROBLEM 
 

 
 

Figure 1: The multi-vendor, multi-interface, multi-domain view scenario 
 

Figure 1 illustrates the problems faced by the FTI user.  Among the problems encountered by FTI users 

are: 

 

• A requirement to understand the interfaces of each vendor’s software.  The learning curve involved is 

very much dependent on the quality of vendor documentation. 

• A requirement to understand how each vendor models the FTI domain.  It is usually necessary to 

understand the vendors’ view of the FTI domain in order to use their software correctly.  Often the 

vendors’ view of the FTI domain is undocumented and instead must be inferred. 

• The need to write software adapted to vendor provided software interfaces.  This can range from 

writing software wrappers for vendor software that can be run in batch mode, interfacing to software 

that demands manual user input (e.g. graphical user interfaces) to using vendor supplied Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) 

• Determining how to automate the process of configuring multiple vendor systems in a generalized way. 

This usually involves the FTI user extracting information common to all vendor systems into common 

tables in one or more databases and then creating custom tables or databases for specific vendor 

software.  It is then usually necessary to write custom software to translate the data from the databases 

into a form that can be understood by each vendor’s software. 

 



2.1.2 ONE POSSIBLE SOLUTION 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Possible solution to the multi-vendor, multi-interface, multi- domain view scenario 
 

Figure 2 illustrates a possible solution to the problem and involves 

  

• The FTI user extracting information common to all vendor systems into common tables in one or more 

databases  

• Creating custom tables or databases for specific vendor software.   

• It is then usually necessary to write custom software to translate the data from the databases into a form 

that can be understood by each vendor’s software. 

 

This solution involves a lot of effort on the part of the FTI user.  The greater the number of different 

vendor equipment used, the harder the integration problems. 

 

2.2 AGREE ON AN FTI META-DATA STANDARD 
 

The next approach to the problem is to define a common meta-data standard, or set of meta-data standards, 

through which all vendors describe their hardware configuration and setup.   In order for a meta-data 

standard to be useful it must meet a minimum set of criteria [4].  In summary,  

 

• The standard should effectively model the FTI domain.  This model should be broad in scope, 

encompassing data acquisition through to ground station based activities 

• It should be open to change with the ability to evolve easily to cater for new and changing 

requirements. 

• It should be vendor independent.   

• The standard should have built in extensibility points to cater for any non-standard vendor specific 

requirements and other vendor peculiarities that may need to be added to instance documents. 



• It should be based on XML [4][5].  

 

2.2.1 XIDML - AN FTI META-DATA STANDARD 

 

One such meta-data standard is XidML (Extensible Instrumentation Data Exchange Mark-up 

Language)[6].  This is an open, XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) based, meta-data standard [1] [2] [3] 

[4].   Figure 3 illustrates the common meta-data scenario.   

 

 
 

Figure 3: A single agreed FTI meta-data scenario 
 

XidML describes the entire FTI domain from the configuration of acquisition hardware to ground station 

analysis.  The five key concepts of XidML are: 

 

• Parameters:  Describe signals being measured.  A Parameter can range from left wing 

temperature, cabin pressure, a value sourced from a MIL-STD-1553 message, the output of an 

algorithm and so on. 

• Instruments:  Describe the setup of physical hardware.  An instrument describes any physical 

entity that is part of the data acquisition system. Examples include a DAU, a PC, a networked 

node, an RF transmitter or receiver, a sensor or even a cockpit display. 

• Packages:   Describe how data is transmitted and stored.  Examples of Packages include IRIG-106 
PCM frames, MIL-STD-1553 bus messages, Ethernet Packet descriptions and IRIG Chapter 10 storage 

formats. 

• Data Links:  Describe the physical characteristics of a data link and also settings common to all 
Packages transmitted via the data link. 



• Algorithms:  Describe how data is processed.  Examples of Algorithms include look up tables, 

polynomials, algorithms for extracting bits from parameters and so on. 

 

Collectively, these concepts model the FTI domain.  There are also four principles at the heart of XidML 

are: 

 

• Re-use:  It is possible to re-use Package definitions, Parameter type definitions and, through the use of 

Auxiliary files, the ability to re-use entire systems 

• Documentation:  All the major components of XidML can be documented.  This information can 

optionally include when it was first updated, last updated, who did updating, security classification, 

URIs to external documents and more. 

• Extensibility:  Through the use of the built in mechanism of Addendums XidML, if necessary, allows 

instance documents to be extended outside the scope of the XidML schema. 

• Openness:  XidML is designed to be vendor neutral and is documented and published on its own web 

site. 

 

Together, these principles are meant to eliminate data redundancy, ensure vendor independence and make 

sure XidML remains relevant into the future. 

 

2.2.2 THE BENEFITS 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Possible solution based on the XidML FTI meta-data scenario 
 

Figure 4 illustrates a solution based on the common meta-data scenario.  Agreeing on a common FTI meta-

data standard offers the following benefits. 

 

• It allows the FTI users to simplify their databases.  They do not have to worry about creating custom 

databases or tables for individual vendors 

• The user need only think in terms of the common understanding of the FTI domain 

• The output meta-data file can be validated against an XML schema. 

 

These benefits collectively reduce the complexity and integration problems for the FTI user. 

 

2.2.3 SOME REMAINING PROBLEMS 
 



Although this solution greatly simplifies the integration problems there is at least one issue faced by the 

FTI user. 

 

• Although all of the vendor software interfaces understand the FTI meta-data standard (e.g.. XidML), 

the method of processing the file itself may vary.  For example, some of the vendors’ interfaces may 

require the user to choose the file using a graphical user interface, others may take the meta-data file as 

a command line input while others may only provide an API and leave it up to the user to construct an 

appropriate tool. 

 

Essentially, using a common FTI meta-data standard allows FTI users and vendors to fully describe their 

systems using a common language.  However, it does not describe the mechanisms used to setup or 

configure these systems. 

 

2.3 DEFINE A COMMON INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE 
 

In order to eliminate the final part of the integration problem it is necessary to define a set of common 

software interfaces that can be used to configure vendor equipment.  However, in order to reap the full 

benefits of the common integration architecture the architecture should at least meet the following criteria.  

 

Table 1: Desired properties of a common integration architecture 

Criteria Description 

Language independence The integration architecture should not be bound to any particular 

programming language. 

Platform independence The integration architecture should not be bound to any particular 

operating system. 

Loose coupling The integration architecture should define a set of interfaces with pre-

defined inputs and outputs.  Software should not need to “compile in” 

standard libraries or other binaries 

Vendor Neutral The integration architecture should not be proprietary.  Ideally, it could 

be constructed using freely available off-the-shelf tools. 

Extensibility It should have the ability to grow by adding new interfaces and services 

over time. 

Discoverability Ideally, client software (i.e. the FTI user) should be able to discover the 

capabilities (i.e. the set of supported services) of the vendor software.   

 

2.3.1 A SERVICES ORIENTATED ARCHITECTURE 

 

There are various candidate technologies for a common integration architecture including COM/DCOM, 

CORBA, XML-RPC and so on.  This paper is not the forum to discuss in detail the pros and cons of each 

technology but probably the best fit to the properties listed in Table 1 is the Serviced Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) based on the Web Services and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).  Table 2 compares this 

technology with the desired attributes outlined in Table 1. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of SOA and SOAP 

Criteria Description 

Language independence • Web Services are not based on any programming language.  However 

there is out-of the-box support in all .NET based languages and Java. 

Platform independence • Web Services are designed to be platform neutral.   Services 

conforming to the Web Service Architecture are described using 

XML documents such as the Web Services Definition Language 

(WSDL) [10].  



• Services can be bound to any number of network protocols.  Web 

Services thus take advantage of ubiquitous protocols used in most 

networks and by the World Wide Web. 

Loose coupling • Services conforming to the Web Service Architecture are described 

using XML documents such as WSDL.  

• These XML documents also describe which protocols Services are 

bound to.  For example, the most common binding is to HTTP but 

there also exist bindings for TCP/IP, the Simple Network Transport 

Protocol (SNTP), Named Pipes and so on.  In theory, services can be 

bound to any protocol without affecting client code 

• All Services either consume and/or output SOAP messages.  These 

SOAP messages are themselves basically just XML documents. 

Vendor Neutral • A sub-committee of the same group that controls the World Wide 

Web controls this specification. 

Extensibility • Through mechanisms such as WSDL it is possible to describe 

available services and interfaces and to add to the list over time.  

These mechanisms use XML as the basis for their descriptions. 

Discoverability • Through mechanisms such as WSDL it is possible to describe 

available services and their interfaces.  Client code can examine the 

WSDL descriptions to determine the supported interfaces. 

 

Of course, it is possible to define a Service Orientated Architecture that is not based on the Web Services 

model, or even one that utilizes XML, but the Web Services model does at least provide a working model 

that could be used as a template for a similar approach in the FTI community. 

 

2.3.1.1 WSDL 

 

WSDL is an XML document that is used to describe the available services and interfaces that make up 

each service.  Briefly, a WSDL document is comprised of elements that describe the available services in 

an abstract way. 

 

• types:  This section defines the data types that are input or output to/from SOAP messages 

• message: There are three different types of SOAP messages Input, Output and Fault. 

• operation:  These are analogous to method signatures in programming languages.  The messages 

section defines all of the messages input to, or output from, an operation 

• portType: Lists all operations that a web service supports.  This is used as a single location for client 

software to discover all the operations (i.e. the interface(s)) of a Service. 

 

The WSDL document is also comprised of elements that describe the available services in a concrete way. 

 

• binding:  This element associates a portType with a binding protocol (e.g. HTTP, TCP/IP etc.) 

• port:  This element associates a URI (i.e. a unique identifier) with a Service. 

• service: Associates one or more ports with a Service. 

 

2.3.1.2 SOAP 
 

A SOAP message consists of the following 

 

• Envelope:  This is the root element of a SOAP message.  It contains the message body in addition to an 

optional header element  



• Header:  This element contains optional extended information for the SOAP message.  For example, 

the WS-Addressing standard inserts addressing information here 

• Body:  This mandatory element contains application specific information using namespace qualified 

XML. 

 

2.3.2 A XIDML BASED SERVICES ARCHITECTURE 
 

Figure 6 illustrates a solution based on the Service Orientated Architecture approach and the XidML meta-

data standard.  In this example, XidML is used as the standard for describing vendor hardware.  All 

interaction with vendor hardware is done via a common set of services. 

 
 

Figure 6: Possible solution based on a common services architecture scenario and XidML 
 

The leveraging of the XidML meta-data standard in addition to a common software interface removes the 

final integration hurdle and eliminates all remaining vendor specific customisations.  Table 3 lists some 

simple Service based around XidML that could be provided. 

 

Table 3: Possible services based on XidML 

Service Description 
Configure Takes a XidML file as input and attempts to configure the 

vendor system using the data in the XidML file 

Validate Takes a XidML file as input and validates the file to makes 

sure it is compatible with the vendor system 

Discover Interrogates the vendors system and outputs a XidML that 

describes their system 

 

Figure 7 illustrates a very simple “Discover” Service based on XidML. In this scenario, user software 

sends a SOAP message to the “Discover” Service.  The SOAP message may be sent via HTTP, TCP/IP or 

any other protocol.  The SOAP message is then interpreted by vendor software and a picture of the DAU 

on the network constructed using the SNMP protocol.  Vendor Software then creates a XidML file that 

reflects the configuration and topology of the networked system.  This XidML file is then sent as part of a 

SOAP message to the client software that made the request. 

 



 
Figure 7: An illustration of how a “Discover” service could work. 
 

It must be noted that user software need only send a correctly formatted SOAP message, using the protocol 

to which the Service is bound, in order to receive a reply.  The user software may be written in a high level 

language like C++, Java or C# but could also use a simple scripting language such as Python.  There are no 

sophisticated language bindings or binary formats required of client code. 

 

The same point can also be made of vendor software.  Vendor software could use a simple scripting engine 

to configure its hardware and still use SOA.  The minimum that is needed is a simple software wrapper that 

converts SOAP messages from the “Discover” Service into a format that that the scripting engine 

understands.  It then needs to package the output from the scripting engine into a SOAP message for 

transmission back to user software via the Service interface. 

 

Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 show examples of WSDL and SOAP respectively. 

 

2.3.2.1 A WSDL DESCRIPTION OF XIDML BASED SERVICES  
 

The following is a truncated version of a possible “Discover” Service based on XidML.  This example 

deliberately leaves out XML namespace and so on in order to emphasis the main elements in a WSDL 

document. 

 
<definitions> 

   <!— Namespace definitions and so on are left out for brevity -� 

  <message name=”DiscoverOutput”> 

     part>XidMLFile</part> 

  </message> 

  <portType name =”DiscoveryServicePortType”> 

    <operation name=”Discover”> 

        <output message=” DiscoverOutput”/> 

    </operation> 

  </portType> 

  <binding name=”DiscoveryServiceSOAP” type=”DiscoveryServicePortType”/> 

     <!— A http binding -� 

     <soap:binding=http://www.schemas.xmlsoap.org.soap/http style=”document”/> 

     <operation name=”Discover”> 

       <soap:operation soapAction=http://www.FTI.com/Discovery style=”document”/> 

       <output> 

          <soap:body use=”literal”/> 

       </output> 

      </operation> 

  </binding> 

  <service name=”DiscoveryService”> 

 <port name=” DiscoveryServiceSOAP” binding=” DiscoveryServicePortType”> 

    <!— Location of actual implementation of service -� 

    <soap:address location=” http://www.FTIRUS.com/Discovery/Discover.asmx” /> 

 </port> 



  </service> 

</definitions> 

 

 

2.3.2.2 A XIDML BASED SOAP MESSAGE 
 

The following is a very truncated version of a message consumed by a “Discover” Service based on 

XidML.   

 
<S:Envelope xmlns:S=”http//www.w3.org/2002/12/soap-envelope” 

xmlns:FTI=”http//www.FTI.com/Discovery”> 

  <S:Body> 

     <FTI:DiscoverRequest> 

  <!— Application specific data -� 

  </FTI:DiscoverRequest> 

  </S:Body> 

  </S:Envelope> 

 

 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
 

Currently, most FTI users have to integrate various vendor equipment using ad-hoc mechanisms.  

However, this methodology maximises the user workload and is the least desirable method of integration. 

 

A much better solution is to describe setup and configuration of all vendor equipment using a common 

meta-data standard.  This greatly simplifies the integration difficulties for the FTI user by eliminating 

customisations for storing vendor specific data, allowing both the user and vendors to speak the same 

domain language and also to facilitate validation of meta-data through the use of XML schemas.  However, 

the user is still faced with having to write custom code to interact with unique vendor software interfaces. 

 

The ideal solution is for vendors and users to sign up to a single FTI meta-data standard and to a common 

integration architecture.  Doing this would eliminate the need for the FTI user to write any software 

customised to a particular vendor. 
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